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Subject to Protective 

Is the model 700 a safe firearm? 

Can I have a box for shipping? 

Yes, for n~~i\j:@:41J:. yJfflif th~· Remington 
model 700 bolt:~B!!~~ .@~··has been one of 
America's premier ht@\ifa. rifles. 
Over 4Jj)Wi91J model 10~'@Hhese rifles have 
been ··~@::~i??l:l.!,:!.f.1.ters, target shooters and 
law,~qf.orc·~ffi~~r~~~Q:0.i.E;s ·across the United 
St11l~j: ·:::::•tt?:::• 
Li~~:•any gun it musfbt:i used following the 
m!~~:·•i;it~!;l.fe gun handling, including proper 

.••. :lf~~:~~~,~~®i.;~on '~;de;n;gg~~p~i~~~~ 
... _, '•\i't1e. ... :-: '•••:::'?' 

.)(:::)/Ve suggest you go to "the safety center" on 

••,\?~s:nI!Tu~~~;,.www.remington.com 

.. 
· .. •.·.·.~ .. ~.~ ... ~.~ .. ~.~ ... ~.~ .. ~.~ ... ~.t.·,·.· .....•. •,• ..• ··' .•.. ~ .. ~ ..•. ~.~.·'.: .. ~ .. '-~.~.'_:.~~? ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··· 

If y@'•:have a rifle that you have a r::oncern 
ap,@fwe can send you a box. 

'''''"''''''''''''''' ''"''' 

Is there a charge for anything otherth~;;:~~::@::;:::::,,,)(~f there are there items that may need to 
trigger? ''''''??'•::l'Wchanged that are not covered under the 

Is my model eligible for m .... ,.,.,,,.n 
what is the cost? 
-721,722 
-660,600 
-725 
-788 
-XP-100 
-40X 
- Seven 
-710 

v. Remington 

''•••$20 trigger cleaning/inspection. 

Yes, the models 721, 722, *600, ~660, *XP-
100, and 40X are models that will remove 
the bolt lock for a $20 charge. 
"The 600, 660, and xp-100 where part of an 
earlier recall and if your 600, 660, and xp-
100 are included in this recall and had not 
been updated your trigger assembly will be 
replaced to a non bolt-lock style trigger and 
safety at no charge. 
If you have a 725, 788, Seven, or 710 you 
do not have a bolt lock safety or the bolt lock 
does not operate in the same manner. 

No, there are no rimfire rifles involved in the 
conversion offer. 

The Internet is the most effective way to 
reach a large part of the user base with up 
to date information. In light of the Sarber 
tragedy we thought it was appropriate to 
remind shooter of firearms safety. 
In addition we have rolled out other safety 
related sections (see website): 

10 commandments course 
Shotgun safety section 
Black powder safety 
Ammunition safety 
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